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What is a senior pet?
We are all familiar with
the term “senior” to
describe an older pet but
the actual age when a pet is
considered a senior may
vary between species and
breeds. Middle age would
equate to approximately 7
to 8 years of age for most
dogs and cats (except for
large-breed dogs that may
reach middle age a year or
two earlier). As the pet
enters its senior years, more
frequent examinations and
diagnostic tests are
recommended so we are
able to fully monitor your
pet’s health and address
your pet’s needs. Your
family veterinarian can
assess your pet and his
lifestyle and describe
present physical changes,
as well as a management
plan, so that you will be
prepared for those “golden
years.”

My pet is healthy, and
never been sick a day,
why do “senior” tests
and bloodwork?
We recommend
establishing baseline labwork on your healthy
senior pet to use for future
comparison, as well as to
detect abnormalities
before your pet expresses
symptoms. Subtle changes
we note in laboratory test
results may indicate the
presence of underlying
disease. Often when
diseases are discovered
early they can be managed
more easily, adding
quality to your pet’s later
years. To determine the
most informative clinical
assessments, your
veterinarian will perform a
complete and
comprehensive physical
exam and take a thorough
history. These two tools
are the most valuable
when formulating a
diagnostic and treatment
plan for healthy and sick
senior pets.

What are some of the
things I should look for at
home with my senior?
Any changes, however
seemingly small, should be
brought to your
veterinarian’s attention.
Examples include:
•frequency or quantity of
water drinking
•change in urination habits
•change in appetite
•vomiting or diarrhea
•change in energy level
•weight loss or gain

These particular
symptoms either
individually or combined,
can indicate a variety of
different diseases, such as
kidney failure, cardiac
disease, nutritional
problems, parasites, or
cancer. It is important that
you see your family
veterinarian if you feel that
there are changes to your
pet’s behavior or health. As
an owner your observations
and information is critical
to helping your veterinarian
formulate a diagnostic plan
to treat your senior pet.
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Senior Pets Continued
A few common scenarios in
older pets that may need to
be addressed with the help of
your veterinarian are:
• mobility issues
• senility or confusion
• anxiety
• incontinence

not specific tests for brain
function and many times this
diagnosis is made by ruling
out other causes for the
symptoms your pet is
experiencing. Please see
your veterinarian to discuss
this syndrome as there are
medications to help your pet!

Senior Pets are Seasoned at
Love!



Adopt a Senior Pet!
Search www.PetFinder.com to
search senior dogs in need of a
home in your area!

Please Help Us Welcome a New Member of the AHOD
Family….Hamilton Olarte!

Mobility issues may require
x-rays in addition to a
physical exam. Arthritis is
very common; however there
may be more serious causes
for difficulty and lack of
movement. Changes in
behavior, such as increased
vocalization, increased
wandering, repetitive
behavior or activities, and
even house soiling may
require additional tests to
rule out medical causes. If
all medical causes for such
changes are ruled out then
there may be a chance your
pet is becoming senile.
Senility in animals, known
as Cognitive Dysfunction,
was first clinically
researched in the early
1990’s. While we are aware
of this syndrome, there are

I was born in Colombia, South America. After a little traveling I
made it to New Jersey/New York Metropolitan area where I attended
high school and there after I attended college in the state of
Pennsylvania. After college I began working as Veterinary Technician
for a few years, where I fell in love with Veterinary Medicine. I have
since been delighted to grow into the management role where building
teams and servicing clients drive my career. I have served in a
management role for 17 years now. Since stepping into management I
have been fortunate and honored to speak and teach at various
conferences to spread the benefit of a practice manager in a veterinary
business. My goal of benefiting the practice management position has
led me to be the founder of 2 Veterinary Practice associations, one in
Texas and the other in South Carolina.
The most important thing to me in this world is my 4 special ladies
(Pennie, Makayla, and Danyella & Marlee) along with my other babies
(4 dogs – Labrador Retriever = Samba, Jack Russell = Fiona, and 2
Rhodesian Ridgebacks = Obi & Imani). They are what remind me on
a daily basis what it is to have life and love!
After going through life with a very deep passion and admiration for
ALL animals I have finally fallen into my dream career position!
Serving as the Practice Manager for Animal Hospital of Dunedin.
Please know that I am honored to be your team mate in making this
wonderful facility the most successful veterinary hospital ever!!!
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We envision a world where no old
dog dies alone and afraid.
The Grey Muzzle Organization
improves the lives of at-risk senior
dogs by providing funding and
resources to animal shelters, rescue
organizations, sanctuaries, and
other non-profit groups nationwide.
Values
 We believe old dogs contribute
positively to our quality of life
and have much to teach us about
patience, respect, responsibility,
loyalty and unconditional love.
 We believe every senior dog
deserves to live out their golden
years, months, weeks or even
days in a place of love, security
and peace.
 We believe dogs are not a
disposable commodity; rather,
they depend on us to care for
them through all stages of their
lives.
 We believe in working with
diverse organizations from across
the country that share our
fundamental values.
 We believe in honest and open
decision making that allows us to
be accountable to our donors and
the organizations we support.
 We believe in providing

educational support, advocacy,
and sharing of best practices for
those who support senior dogs.
See more at:
http://www.greymuzzle.org/Abou
t-Us/Mission--Vision.aspx#sthash.H0JtqM90.dp
uf
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Animal Hospital of
Dunedin
1355 Pinehurst Rd
Dunedin, Fl 34698

Phone: 727-733-9351
Fax:
727-733-8165
E-mail:
practicemanager@tampa
bay.rr.com

“Caring for pets with
love and kindness”

We’re on the Web!

www.ahofd.com
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